Stamping Equipment

Stamping Plate Radost R1 - Shapes
Stamping Plate Radost R1, features a whole lot of lines, circles, stars and many more patterns. Get creative and delight your clients with this special plate.

Stamping Plate Radost R2 - Scripto
Stamping Plate Radost R2, contains the most wonderful scripts and letters, just what your clients have been asking for!

Stamping Plate Radost R3 - Love Scripto
Stamping Plate Radost R3, this little cutey has more scripts with a love theme, it is sure to delight your most discerning customers.

Stamping Plate Radost R4 - Steampunk
Stamping Plate Radost R4, contains the most wonderful scripts and letters, just what your clients have been asking for!

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.
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Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates
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Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate**

**Radost R1**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
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**Radost R2**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (XYZ-03)

**Radost R3**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (XYZ-12)

**Radost R4**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs.
QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Radost R2

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

...contains the most wonderful scrips and letters, just what your clients have been asking for!

Stamping Plate Radost R2

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD
Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyme Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate Radost R2**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.
Stamper: Rosy/Rose Gold Storage Book 20 pocket

This pretty book will store 20 plates with ease. Why leave your plates in a box or drawer to get damaged? Place stamping plates in slots in this storage unit and not only will they last longer but also will be far easier to find the one you want.

20 Slots Nail Art Stamping Plate Holder Rose Gold Rainbow Nail Stamp Polish Rectangle Bags Feature:
This nail stamping plates holder is super slim with lots of slots which will hold our standard nail art plates. Great way to organize your nail image stamping plates. Simple and fashionable design, fully functional and practical.

Details Stamping Plate Rose/Gold Storage Book 20 pocket
- Material: PU
- Quantity: 1 piece
- Weight: 90g
- Template Type: QD plates
- Size: Approx. 6.5cm x 12.5cm
- Item Type: Stamping Plate Book

How to use
Nail stamping is not necessarily as easy immediately as some of the expert nail artists on make it look. However it is not difficult to learn and perfect this amazing art form. Follow the instructions and you will become a pro in double quick time it just requires practice and patience.

1. Always use good quality polish, we recommend Gelina gel polish as it is highly pigmented and although self levelling does not run. As a rule polish that covers nails with a single coat will stamp well.
2. Clean the stamping image after before each use with pure nail cleanser. Keeping your stamper clean will ensure a good finish. Lightly buff the first time you use the stamper.
3. Pushing your clients nail straight into the image instead of rolling it over your nail is a good method to try. Although some may find rolling the stamper over the nail works better. With the polish covering the surface of the stamper in the chosen design, roll the stamper over the nail, with a side to side motion.

You will receive one stamper plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (xyz-21)

Ombre Gradient Sponge Set, with 8 spare sponges.
Ombre Gradient Sponge Set lets your imagination run riot. With the great kit for stamping ombre as well as any type of art onto nails or any other medium you wish.

Ombre Gradient Sponge Set
This cute set allows you all the fun and creativity of do it yourself nail art stamping. The sponge is soft and porous allowing it to soak up paint furthermore there will be no discomfort with it. Usage is very simple Liquid latex to protect your nails when painting can be used to even further simplify application.

Description
Ombre sponge is moreover made of top quality plastic, light weight and durable. Apply any design simply by stamping pre designed images on your nails in minutes.
The handle is specially designed for your fingers securely and firmly therefore allowing a comfortable grip. You will consequently find the ombre brush an indispensable accessory for stamping nail art.

Material: sponge
Sponge height: approx 1.5cm
Sponge diameter: approx 2.5cm

Want to join our Facebook group? Click here for more info>>
R50.00 (narts-600)
How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping plate radost R5

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (xyz-22)

Why Choose QD?

At QD we are passionate about sourcing the newest and latest trends in nail art. Our mission is to find only the best quality and as we import direct and not through a brand overseas we can also supply at fair prices. We love nail art and it is something that never stops growing. QD does not wait for trends to come and go, our overseas sourcing agents are always finding new and exciting trends. This will give you the ability to always be cutting edge in all things nails!

QD prides themselves in stocking only great products from all around the world. We truly believe that no one factory can make everything well and for this reason we have dozens of suppliers and factories ensuring only the finest and best of everything.

We are a truly global brand with our number one priority being you the customer!

Join our Facebook group here>>

See more of our stamping products here>>

R120.00 (stmpbkrg)

- Choose Colour: White, Black

Press down well but not so firmly that you smudge the design. Now Lift the stamper off from the nail quickly. Check that the image has printed on to the nail. Should you see that it has not done so properly you will need to redo by removing all of the polish with nail cleanser and a wipe.

4. You can use the scraper that comes with your stamper or if you do not have one a business card also works well. Position it at a 45-degree angle to the plate and scrape lightly.

5. Should you be making use of an image with a large open space to stamp, scrape the left to right as well as up and down. This spreads the polish around the large space more evenly.

6. As a beginner rather go for an image that is more abstract and free form. Straight lines and single images are more difficult to line up accurately on your nail at the start.

7. You can turn the stamper in different ways on each nail to make it look different. Errors are certainly less noticeable when each nail is unique.

8. In order to avoid smearing your design with top coat, use gel polish rather than nail polish as you can control the drying time by placing in a UV lamp. Once completely dry add Top Coat.

Nail art stamping scraper set

Material: Clear silicone

Function: Nail art polish transfer design

Package Contents:
1 x Stamping Tool
1 x Scraping Tool

Taking good care of your stamper could extend the life of your silicone stamp head. Follow our care instructions.

Black Silicon Stamper Care Instructions

Clean the stamp head with scotch tape or lint roller to remove excess nail polish.

Join our Facebook group here>>

See more of our stamping products here>>
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practice and patience. In double quick time it just requires instructions and you will become a pro at this amazing art form. Follow the directions and you will become a pro in double quick time it just requires practice and patience.

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients’ manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack). Nail stamping offers the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality silicon and you can reuse them over and over again. QD stamps are perfect for every shape and size of nail. QD stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack). Nail stamping offers the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

It is also fine to rinse the stamp head in warm water. Please do not use soap. Allow it to air dry before using again. Please avoid touching the silicone head with your fingers due to the oils from your skin adversely effecting the outcome of your stamping efforts. Remove fingerprints with a tape or rinse in warm water. Do not use acetone, or nail polish remover to clean the head because this will cause damage to the silicone. Rather use a little nail cleanser. A light buff initially is ok but harsh filing or buffing will cause damage.

Want to join our Facebook group? Click here for more info>

R40.00 (bss-001)

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients’ manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack). Nail stamping offers the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Lace #01
Stamping Plate Lace #01, features lovely lace shapes and designs

Stamping Plate Lace #02
Stamping Plate Lace #02, features lovely lace shapes and designs

Stamping Plate Lace #03
Stamping Plate Lace #03, features lovely shapes and designs

How to use

Nail stamping is not necessarily as easy immediately as some of the expert nail artists on make it look. However it is not difficult to learn and perfect this amazing art form. Follow the instructions and you will become a pro in double quick time it just requires practice and patience.

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the outcome of your stamping efforts. Remove fingerprints with a tape or rinse in warm water.

Do not use acetone, or nail polish remover to clean the head because this will cause damage to the silicone. Rather use a little nail cleanser. A light buff initially is ok but harsh filing or buffing will cause damage.

Want to join our Facebook group? Click here for more info>
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1. Always use good quality polish, we recommend Gelina gel polish as it is highly pigmented and although self levelling does not run. As a rule polish that covers nails with a single coat will stamp well.

2. Clean the stamping image after each use with pure nail cleanser, keeping your stamper clean will ensure a good finish. Lightly buff the first time you use the stamper.

3. Pushing your clients nail straight into the image instead of rolling it over your nail is a good method to try. Although some may find rolling the stamper over the nail works better. With the polish covering the surface of the stamper in the chosen design, roll the Stamper over the nail, with a side to side motion. Press down well but not so firmly that you smudge the design. Now Lift the stamper off from the nail quickly. Check that the image has printed on to the nail. Should you see that it has not done so properly you will need to redo by removing all of the polish with nail cleanser and a wipe.

4. You can use the scraper that comes with your stamper or if you do not have one a business card also works well. Position it at a 45-degree angle to the plate and scrape lightly.

5. Should you be making use of an image with a large open space to stamp, scrape the left to right as well as up and down. This spreads the polish around the large space more evenly.

6. As a beginner rather go for an image that is more abstract and free form. Straight lines and single images are more difficult to line up accurately on your nail at the start.

7. You can turn the stamper in different ways on each nail to make it look different. Errors are certainly less noticeable when each nail is unique.

8. In order to avoid smearing your design with top coat, use gel polish rather than nail polish as you can control the drying time by placing in a UV lamp. Once completely dry add Top Coat.

Nail art stamping scraper set

application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #01

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.
- You will receive one stamping plate only per order the Stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-1)

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #02

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.
- You will receive one stamping plate only per order the Stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-2)

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #03

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.
- You will receive one stamping plate only per order the Stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-3)
Material: Clear silicone

Function: Nail art polish transfer design

Package Contents:
1 x Stamping Tool
1 x Scraping Tool

Taking good care of your stamper could extend the life of your silicone stamp head. Follow our care instructions.

Short Large Silicon Stamper Care Instructions

Clean the stamp head with scotch tape or lint roller to remove excess nail polish.

It is also fine to rinse the stamp head in clean warm water. Please do not use soap.

Allow it to air dry before using again. Please avoid touching the silicone stamp head with your fingers due to the oils from your skin adversely effecting the outcome of your stamping efforts. Remove fingerprints with a tape or rinse in warm water.

Do not use acetone, or nail polish remover to clean the head because this will cause damage to the silicone. Rather use A LITTLE nail cleanser

A light buff initially is ok but harsh filing or buffing will cause damage.

Want to join our Facebook group? Click here for more info>>

Stamping Plate Lace #04
Stamping Plate Lace #05
Stamping Plate Lace #06
Stamping Plate Lace #07

Stamping Plate Lace #04
QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your nails.

Stamping Plate Lace #05
QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your nails.

Stamping Plate Lace #06
QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your nails.

Stamping Plate Lace #07
QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your nails.
work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #04

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
our Nail Art Stamps. professional and awesome designs with now simple to create complex, on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. arsenal is a simple and effective way to Adding  Nail Stamping Plates to your information nail art designs you can find. Plate Lace #08 Stamping Plate Lace #08, features lovely shapes and designs. QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Stamping Plate Lace #09 Stamping Plate Lace #09, features lovely shapes and designs. QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Stamping Plate Lace #08

Stamping Plate Lace #08, features lovely shapes and designs.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-4)

Stamping Plate Lace #09

Stamping Plate Lace #09, features lovely shapes and designs.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-5)

Stamping Plate Lace #10

Stamping Plate Lace #10, features lovely shapes and designs.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-6)

Stamping Plate Lace #11

Stamping Plate Lace #11, features lovely shapes and designs.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-7)

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

● The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.
These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #08

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-8)

Stamping Plate Lace #12

Stamping Plate Lace #12, features lovely butterfly and leaf shapes and designs

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #09

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-9)

Stamping Plate Lace #13

Stamping Plate Lace #13, features lovely shapes and designs

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #10

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-10)

Stamping Plate Lace #14

Stamping Plate Lace #14, features lovely shapes and designs

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #11

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-11)

Stamping Plate Lace #16

Stamping Plate Lace #16, features lovely shapes and designs

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your
work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs.

Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #12**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

---

work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs.

Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #13**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

---

work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs.

Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #14**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

---

work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

**Stamping Plate Information**

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs.

Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

**How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates**

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

**Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #16**

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
Our Nail Art Stamps allow you to create professional and awesome designs with ease. Now simple to create complex, lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. The arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-12)

Stamping Plate Lace #17
Stamping Plate Lace #17, features lovely shapes and designs

Stamping Plate Lace #18
Stamping Plate Lace #18, features lovely shapes and designs

Stamping Plate Lace #19
Stamping Plate Lace #19, features lovely flowery shapes and designs

Stamping Plate Lace #20
Stamping Plate Lace #20, features lovely shapes and designs

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-13)

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-14)

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-16)

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-14)

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-16)

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-16)

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (bc-18)

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lovely, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.
These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #17

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-17)

Stamping Plate S #02
Stamping Plate S #02, features lovely shapes and designs.

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #18

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-18)

Stamping Plate S #03
Stamping Plate S #03, features lovely shapes and designs.

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #19

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-19)

Stamping Plate S #05
Stamping Plate S #05, features lovely shapes and designs.

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail

Details Of Stamping Plate Lace #20

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.

- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (bc-20)

Stamping Plate S #06
Stamping Plate S #06, features lovely shapes and designs.

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail
Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate S #02

Details Of Stamping Plate S #03

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate S #05

Details Of Stamping Plate S #06

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate S #08
QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with the QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with the QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with the QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD’s Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with the QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit or a load of art to your clients manicure! Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.
professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD’s Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of Stamping Plate S #07

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>
R45.00 (qxe-12)

Stamping Plate S #11

Stamping Plate S #11, features lovely shapes and designs

QD nail stamping plates turn anyone into a master artist. You can add a bit...
or a load of art to your clients manicure!
Small and compact as well as easy to use (once you get the knack), Nail stamping plates offer the simplest and truly cost effective way to bling up your work. They made of good quality steel and the awesome thing is, you can reuse them over and over again. QD Plates are perfect for every shape and size of nail furthermore we are pleased to offer the most intricate and unusual nail art designs you can find.

Stamping Plate Information

Stamping plates are certainly one of the fastest and most convenient ways to create professional Nail Designs. Clients are demanding more and better nail art thus these plates are becoming more and more popular. Stamping plates offer the ability to perform perfect and intricate nail art however the application is quick and easy.

Adding Nail Stamping Plates to your arsenal is a simple and effective way to create lively, beautiful Nail Art Designs. QD's Nail Stamping plates are usable on the natural, Acrylic or gel nails. It is now simple to create complex, professional and awesome designs with our Nail Art Stamps.

These Nail Art Plates are best used with the QD's Stampers and Scrapers.

How to use Nail Art Stamps & Nail Art Plates

Firstly, remove the clear protective plastic from the Nail Plate.

Apply the desired polish to the selected design.

Using the scraper remove any excess polish from the Nail Art Plate and whilst the polish is still wet, use the Silicone Stamper to pick up the design from the plate and then press onto the nail.

Finish off with Carbyne Armour Top coat to protect your Nail Art Design.

Details Of
Stamping Plate S #11

- Each stainless steel plate measures 6.5 x 12.5cm.
- The designs are engraved on to the image plate and covered with a protective film which needs to be removed before use.

You will receive one stamping plate only per order the stamper is sold separately.

Join our Facebook group here>>

R45.00 (qxe-03)
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